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Fluctuations in first-passage percolation
Philippe Sosoe
Abstract. We present a survey of techniques to obtain upper bounds for the
variance of the passage time in first-passage percolation. The methods dis-
cussed are a combination of tools from the theory of concentration of measure,
some of which we briefly review. These are combined with variations on an
idea of Benjamini-Kalai-Schramm to obtain a logarithmic improvement over
the linear bound implied by the Efron-Stein/Poincare inequality, for general
edge-weight distributions.
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1. Introduction
We look at first-passage percolation in Zd, with i.i.d. weights
te, e P EpZdq.
Here EpZdq is the set of edges between points of Zd that differ by 1 in one coordinate.
The common distribution of the weights is denoted by µ, a probability measure on
r0,8q. We will assume throughout that
(1.1) µpt0uq ă pcpdq,
where pcpdq is the critical probability for independent Bernoulli percolation on the
edges.
Let e1 “ p1, . . . , 0q be the first standard basis vector. The quantity we are
interested in is the passage time:
(1.2) Tn :“ T p0, ne1q “ inf
γ:0Ñne1
ÿ
ePγ
te,
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where the infimum is taken over the collection of lattice paths
γ “ p0 “ x0, . . . , ne1 “ xN q, }xi ´ xi`1}1 “ 1.
1.1. First order. Under our assumptions, the leading order behavior of Tn
is linear. This follows from the subadditive ergodic theorem, which is presented in
[8]. Here we just record the result for future reference.
Theorem 1.1. Let the edge weights be i.i.d. with distribution µ satisfying (1.1),
as well as
EminpY1, . . . , Y2dq ă 8,
where Yi, i “ 1, . . . , 2d are independent and have distribution µ. Then there exists
a constant ν ą 0 such that
(1.3) lim
nÑ8
1
n
T p0, ne1q “ ν,
almost surely and in L1.
1.2. Fluctuations. The objective in this article will be to investigate the
fluctuations of Tn around its mean ETn. The simplest measure of the magnitude
of these fluctuations is the variance
VarpTnq “ EpTn ´ETnq2.
It is expected that
(1.4) VarpTnq « n2χ
for some dimension dependent exponent χ “ χpdq. We leave the exact nature of
the approximation (1.4) unspecified. In some exactly solvable models, the correct
value of χ is known and we have asymptotics of the form
(1.5)
VarpTnq
n2χ
Ñ σ,
for some σ ą 0 (see the section on predictions below). We will be interested in
upper and lower bounds on the variance.
1.3. Predictions. The validity of the approximation (1.4) is widely assumed
in the physics literature. Moreover, the exponents χpdq are believed to be universal
among a large class of growth models, some of which are more complicated than
first-passge percolation. The models considered in the physics literature include
ballistic aggregation, domain walls in two-dimension random-bond Ising models,
and directed polymers in random potentials [14, 18].
Physicists generally agree that χpdq ă 1 and that χ decreases with d, but there
are differring predictions for the value of χ [18, 21, 22]. A possibility which is
investigated in several works on random growth models is the existence of an upper
critical dimension d0, such that χpdq “ 0 for d ě d0. See the discussion in [22].
The most precise predictions are available in dimension d “ 2, where it is
expected [14, 15, 17, 18] that
χ “ 1
3
.
This prediction has been verified rigorously in a number of exactly solvable growth
models. We cite one of the early results below. Articles [24] and [7] will explore
solvable models in greater depth. In any case, these predictions are far from being
proved in the first-passage percolation model that concerns us here.
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Another important prediction from physics, the universal scaling relation, links
the order of the fluctuations χ to another exponent ξ, the transversal fluctuation
exponent. Discussing this here would take us too far afield, so we refer to [8] for
a statement of the scaling relation and discussion of its derivation under suitable
assumptions.
1.4. Known results. The best lower bound for χ in general dimension is due
to H. Kesten in [20], and is
(1.6) VarpTnq ě C,
which translates to
χpdq ě 0.
Note that if the model has an upper critical dimension in the sense discussed above,
or simply χpdq Ñ 0, this is the best that can be hoped for without any assumptions
on d, although it is likely a poor bound in low dimensions. C. Newman and M.
Piza obtain the following improvement on (1.6) in dimensions 2:
Theorem 1.2 (Newman, Piza [23]). Let d “ 2. Suppose Et2e ă 8, Varpteq ą 0
and that (1.1) holds. Then we have the lower bound
VarpTnq ě C logn
for some C ą 0.
Note that the previous result still does not imply that χp2q ą 0. As for upper
bounds, the best known result is the following, obtained in [9] by M. Damron, J.
Hanson and myself, following work of I. Benjamin, G. Kalai, and O. Schramm [4],
as well as M. Benaim and R. Rossignol [3]:
Theorem 1.3 (Damron, Hanson, Sosoe [9]). Suppose
(1.7) E
”
t2e log
`
2 te
ı
ă 8
and (1.1) holds. Then there is a constant C ą 0 such that
(1.8) VarpTnq ď C n
logn
.
Most of the remainder of this article will be devoted to giving a sketch of the
proof of Theorem 1.3. Under stronger assumptions on the moments, this bound on
the variance can be supplemented with concentration results:
Theorem 1.4 (Damron, Hanson, Sosoe [10]). Under the same assumptions as
Theorem 1.3, there exist constants C, c ą 0, such that for every λ ě 0:
(1.9) PpTn ´ETn ď ´λ
a
n{ lognq ď Ce´cλ.
If Eeαte ă 8, then
(1.10) Pp|Tn ´ETn| ě λ
a
n{ lognq ď Ce´cλ.
We discuss concentration in the final section.
The upper and lower bounds in (1.6) and (1.8) imply
0 ď χpdq ď 1{2,
in all dimensions, which is quite far from the values found based on arguments
from statistical physics and simulations. We close this section by mentioning a
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remarkable result due to Kurt Johansson in an exactly solvable model of last passage
percolation which confirms the predictions of physicists in dimension 2.
In the model considered by Johansson, the weights tv are placed at the vertices
of the square pr0, nsˆ r0, nsqXZ2 in the first quadrant. Allowable paths from p0, 0q
to pn, nq are constrained to have non-decreasing coordinates, and the last passage
time
(1.11) Tn “ max
pi:p0,0qÑpn,nq
ÿ
vPpi
tv,
where the maximum is taken over paths
pi “ tx0 “ p0, 0q, . . . , xn “ pn, nqu,
such that xi`1 “ xi ` p1, 0q or xi`1 “ xi ` p0, 1q.
Theorem 1.5 (Johansson [16]). Let A be an nˆn matrix with complex Gauss-
ian entries of mean zero and variance 1. Let λn be the largest eigenvalue of AA
˚.
If the edge weights have geometric distribution with mean 1,
(1.12) PpTn ď tq “ Ppλn ď tq,
for all t ě 0.
The moments of the quantity
Zn “ λn ´ 4n
24{3n1{3
converges to the GUE Tracy-Widom distribution. It follows immediately from this
result that χ “ 1{3.
2. Kesten’s linear bound for the variance
In this part of the article, we take a first step towards the derivation of Theorem
1.3, by giving a proof of Kesten’s result from [20] that the variance is at most linear
in any dimension (i.e. χpdq ď 1{2):
Theorem 2.1 (Kesten [20]). Assume Et2e ă 8 and that (1.1) holds. Then
(2.1) VarpTnq ď Cn.
Here, as later in this article, we use the symbol C to denote a constant in-
dependent of n, whose value may change between occurrences. In [20], Theorem
2.1 is supplemented by a concentration result on scale n in case µ has exponential
moments. We discuss concentration in the final part of the chaper.
Our main goal in this article is to make explicit the ideas behind the proofs
of the results. We give proofs when they are deemed instructive, but we do not
always provide all the details. The reader can find these in the relevant papers.
In particular, in several places below we deal with infinite sums whose convergence
can readily be justified by suitable approximations, without giving the details of
such justifications.
A common theme in the derivation of the theorem and the refinements leading
to (1.8) is the application of standard tools in concentration inequalities to the
random variable Tn, viewed as a function of the independent edge weight variables
te, combined with some simple inputs from the model. We summarize the two key
properties of the model we use in the next section. We will see that we use only
a limited amount of information about the model. This makes it obvious that the
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techniques we present here are unlikely to get us close to the values of the exponents
predicted by physicists.
For Theorem 2.1, the general concentration tool we use and apply to Tn is the
Efron-Stein inequality:
Lemma 2.2. Let f : RN Ñ R be a measurable function, and X1, X2, . . . be a
collection of independent random variable. Let also X 1i, i ě 0, be an independent
copy of Xi. Assume the random variable fpX1, X2, . . .q has finite second moment.
Then
(2.2) VarpfpX1, X2, . . .qq ď 1
2
8ÿ
i“1
E
”
fpX1, . . . , Xi, . . .q ´ fpX1, . . . , X 1i, . . .q
ı2
.
Proof. Since there is no risk of confusion, we will denote the random variable
fpX1, X2, . . .q
simply by f . We define a sequence of σ-algebras by
F0 “ ∅
Fi “ σpX1, . . . , Xiq,
for i ě 0. Consider the martingale increments
∆i “ Erf | Fis ´Erf | Fi´1s.
Then, by orthogonality of the ∆i, we have
(2.3) ErErf | Fns2s ´Erf s2 “ ErErf | Fns2s ´Erf | F0s2 “
nÿ
i“1
Er∆2i s.
Denote by Ei integration over Xi:
Eif “
ż
fpX1, . . . , xi, . . .qPXi pdxiq.
Here we have denoted by PXi the distribution of Xi on R. Notice that
∆i “ Erf | Fis ´Erf | Fi´1s “ Erf ´Eirf s | Fis.
By Jensen’s inequality, we have
E∆2i “ Er|Erf ´Eirf s | Fis|2s ď Er|f ´Eif |2s “ EVaripfq.
where
Varipfq “
ż
f2pX1, . . . , xi, . . .qPXipdxiq ´
ˆż
fpX1, . . . , xi, . . .qPXipdxiq
˙2
.
We can rewrite the latter quantity as
Varipfq “ 1
2
ż ż
pfpX1, . . . , xi, . . .q ´ fpX1, . . . , x1i, . . .qq2PXipdxiqPX1i pdx1iq.
Returning to (2.3), this gives
ErErf | Fns2s ´Erf s2 ď 1
2
nÿ
i“1
E
”
fpX1, . . . , Xi, . . .q ´ fpX1, . . . , X 1i, . . .q
ı2
ď 1
2
8ÿ
i“1
E
”
fpX1, . . . , Xi, . . .q ´ fpX1, . . . , X 1i, . . .q
ı2
.
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By the assumption of finite second moment, the Doob martingale Erf | Fns con-
verges to f in L2, and we obtain the result. 
2.1. Two ingredients from FPP. The two pieces of information about first
passage percolation we use to pass from Lemma 2.2 to Theorem 2.1 are
(1) A linearization of the passage time. That is, we need to know how the
random variable Tn changes when we modify the value of a single edge,
conditional on all the others. This means an estimate for
Tnpt, pte1qe1‰eq ´ Tnps, pte1 qe1‰eq.
(2) An estimate showing that geodesic paths in first-passage percolation have
typical size of order n. Geodesic paths are minimizing paths γ in (1.2).
Under our assumption 1.1 [1, 19], such minimizing paths exist almost
surely, although they may not be unique if µ has atoms.
To state more precisely the results we will need, define Gn to be the intersection
of all geodesics from the origin of Zd to ne1. Then, concerning the point 2. above,
we have
Lemma 2.3 (Kesten). There is a constant C such that, for all n
(2.4) Er#G2ns ď CET 2n ,
where #Gn denotes the cardinality of Gn.
To understand why this implies that geodesics are one dimensional, note that
by simply considering the path
p0, . . . , 0q, e1, 2e1, . . . , ne1,
we have
ET 2n ď nEt2e ` npn´ 1qpEteq2 ď Cn2.
With (2.4), this gives
(2.5) E#Gn ď pEp#Gnq2q1{2 ď Cn.
Note that (2.4) is easily seen to be true if the edge weight distribution is supported
on ra,8q for some a ą 0. Indeed, in that case we always have
#Gn ď
ÿ
ePγ
te ď 1
a
Tn,
where γ is any minimizing path. This simple argument in the case when the dis-
tribution is supported on values bounded below suggests that to prove Lemma 2.3,
we must control the proportion of very small edge weights along geodesics. That is
the purpose of the following result.
Lemma 2.4 (Kesten). For a lattice path γ, we define
T pγq “
ÿ
ePγ
te.
There exist a, c such that for all n ě 0,
PpD self-avoiding γ containing 0 with # ě n but T pγq ă anq ď e´cn.
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Given the lemma, we obtain Lemma 2.3 by considering
Zn “ p#Gnq1Tnăa#Gn .
Using Lemma 2.4, we have
PpZn ě nq ď e´Cn,
so
Er#G2ns ď a´2ET 2n `EZ2n ď CET 2n .
For the first “ingredient” above, we have the following concerning the effect of
changing one edge weight:
Lemma 2.5. If t ě s, then
0 ď Tnpt, pte1qe1‰eq ´ Tnps, pte1qe1‰eq ď pt´ sq1ePGnps, pte1qe1‰eq,
where the indicator function is 1 on the event if the edge e is in the intersection of
all geodesics from 0 to ne1 in the configuration where the edge e has weight s.
Proof. Unless the edge e is in the intersection of all geodesic paths when
te “ s, raising the weight of that edge has no effect on the passage time. If e P Gn
for te “ s, then the passage time changes at most linearly in te. 
2.2. Finishing the proof of Theorem 2.1. Applying Lemma 2.5 with f “
Tn and Xi “ tei for some enumeration
e1, e2, . . .
of the edges, we see that the quantity to control isÿ
ePEpZdq
E
”
Tnpte, ptf qf‰eq ´ Tnpt1e, ptf qf‰eq
ı2
.
To simplify notation, we represent the vector ptf qf‰e by tec . Since te and te1 have
the same distribution, we have
ErTnpte, tecq ´ Tnpt1e, tecqs2 “ 2E
”
pTnpte, tecq ´ Tnpt1e, tecqq21t1eąte
ı
.
The insertion of the indicator function 1teąt1e allows us to apply Lemma 2.5 to
bound
ErpTnpte, tecq ´ Tnpt1e, tecqq21teąt1es ď Erpt1e ´ teq2`1ePGnpte,tceqs
ď Erpt1eq21ePGnpte,tceqs
“ Ept1eq2Ppe P Gnq.
(2.6)
In the final step, we used independence between t1e and pte, tceq. Since Et2e ă 8, we
have now shown that
VarpTnq ď C
ÿ
ePEpZdq
Ppe P Gnq “ CEr#Gns.
We can now use our second ingredient, the linear bound for the size of Gn, to
conclude:
(2.7) VarpTnq ď CE#Gn ď Cn.
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2.3. Summary. Let us summarize the steps that led us to Theorem 2.1. The
improvement (1.8) will be obtained by following the same strategy, replacing each
step with a slight refinement.
(1) We used a martingale decomposition to isolate the contribution of the
individual edges. (The Efron-Stein inequality, Lemma 2.2).
(2) Using the linearization in Lemma 2.5 (“Ingredient 1”), we find that the
variance VarpTnq is bounded by a sum, where each summand has the
form ErX1ePGns, where X can be decorrelated from the indicator.
(3) The sum over e of Ppe P Gnq contributes Cn (“Ingredient 2”).
3. The Benjamini-Kalai-Schramm strategy
In their paper [4], Benjamini, Kalai and Schramm (BKS) showed how to obtain
the sublinear bound (1.8) for an edge weight distribution of Bernoulli type
(3.1) µ “ 1
2
δa ` 1
2
δb,
where 0 ă a ă b.
Theorem 3.1 (Benjamini, Kalai, Schramm). If µ has the form (3.1), then
there is a constant C ą 0 such that
(3.2) VarpTnq ď C n
logn
.
Benjamini-Kalai-Schramm obtained this result by replacing the Efron-Stein
inequality 2.2 by the following result of M. Talagrand [25]:
Theorem 3.2. Consider a function f : t´1, 1un Ñ R. Let X “ pX1, . . . , Xnq
be uniformly distributed over the hypercube t´1, 1un. Let
X i “ pX1, . . . ,´Xi, . . . Xnq.
Then, for some constant C ą 0:
(3.3) Varpfq ď C
nÿ
i“1
ErfpXq ´ fpX iqs2
1` log }fpXq´fpXiq}2}fpXq´fpXiq}1
.
The L1 and L2 norms in (3.3) are taken with respect to the uniform measure on
t´1, 1un.
Note that without the logarithm term in the denominator, (3.3) is the same as
the right side of the of the Efron-Stein inequality (2.2). Indeed, if g : t´1, 1u Ñ R,
and x, x1 are uniformly distributed on t´1, 1u, then
(3.4) E|gpxq ´ gp´xq|2 “ E|gp´1q ´ gp1q|2 “ 2E|gpxq ´ gpx1q|2.
We will not give the proof of Theorem 3.2, referring instead to [4, 25]. The
inequality is specific to the uniform distribution on the hypercube. We derive a
related inequality below when we discuss the proof of (1.8) for general edge weights.
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3.1. Small influences.
E#Gn ď Cn.
In dimensions d ě 2, this means geodesics are a “thin” set compared to the ambient
space. Writing #Gn “
ř
e 1ePGn and exchangingE and the sum over e, (2.5) impliesÿ
ePEpZ2q
Ppe P Gnq ď Cn.
Because of (2.3), we expect about nd edges to contribute to the sum on the left.
This suggests that, on average, Ppe P Gnq is of order n1´d: each individual has
only a small probability of having any effect on the passage time Tn. In this case,
we say the corresponding variable te has small influence [12].
3.2. FPP on the torus. C. Garban and J. Steif introduced a model where
it is easy to show that edges have small influences in a strong sense. Instead of Zd,
consider the torus Tdn “ pZ{nZqd, and the passage time
(3.5) TTdn “ infγPCm
ÿ
ePγ
te,
where Cm is the set of closed lattice paths in T
d
n that have winding number one in
the first coordinate direction.
The advantage of this model is that, because of the symmetries of the torus,
the probability that an edge e P Tdn is in the intersection GnpTdnq of all minimizing
paths in (3.5) is independent of e:
(3.6) Ppe P GnpTdnqq “ Ppe1 P GnpTdnqq
for all e, e1 P Tdn. On the other hand, if the edge weight distribution µ has the form
(3.1), then almost surely,
#GnpTdnq ď
1
a
TTdn ď
b
a
n.
Together with (3.6), this gives
ndPpe P GnpTdnqq “
ÿ
e1PEpTdnq
Ppe1 P GnpTdnqq
“ E#GnpTdnq
ď b
a
n.
From this we obtain the influence bound:
(3.7) Ppe P GnpTdnqq ď Cn´c,
where c ą 0 if d ě 2, uniformly in e.
Let us see how (3.7) allows us to apply (3.2) to prove the analog of the
Benjamini-Kalai-Schramm result, Theorem 3.1 on Tdn. We take fpXq “ TTdnpXq,
where
tei “
Xi ´ 1
2
a` Xi ` 1
2
¨ b,
for some enumeration e1, e2, . . . , end of the edges of T
d
n.
To exploit the small influence bound, note that
(3.8) |TTdnpXq ´ TTdnpX iq| ď |TTdnpXq ´ TTdnpX iq|1eiPGnpTdnq,
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because the left side is only non-zero if the edge ei is in GnpTdnq. By Cauchy-
Schwarz, (3.8), (3.7):
}TTdnpXq ´ TTdnpX iq}1 ď Ppe P GnpTdnqq1{2}TTdnpXq ´ TTdnpX iq}2
ď Cn´c{2}TTdnpXq ´ TTdnpX iq}2.
Thus, for i “ 1, . . . , nd:
}TTdnpXq ´ TTdnpX iq}2
}TTdnpXq ´ TTdnpX iq}1
ě Cnc{2,
for some constant C. Inserting this into (3.3) and using E#GnpTdnq ď Cn, we find
VarpTTdnq ď
C
logn
ÿ
ePEpTdnq
Ppe P GnpTdnqq
ď C n
log n
.
which concludes the proof of sublinear variance on the torus.
3.3. Averaging. The difficulty in reproducing the argument in the previous
section for the passage time Tn in Z
d is that no inequality like (3.7) can be true
of edges that are close to the origin or ne1. For instance, if ei “ p0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0q,
i “ 1, . . . , d are the standard basis vectors, then
1 ď
dÿ
i“1
pPpei P Gnq `Pp´ei P Gnqq,
so one of the 2d probabilities on the right is bounded below by 1{2d.
Benjamini-Kalai-Schramm resolved this difficulty by considering an averaged
version of the passage time for which the edge variables do have small influence.
Here we will use a slightly different average. Let T px, yq be the passage time between
x and y:
T px, yq “ inf
γ:xÑy
ÿ
ePγ
te.
We let
(3.9) m “ rn1{4s,
and define the averaged passage time
(3.10) Fn “ 1
#Bm
ÿ
zPBm
T pz, z ` ne1q,
where
Bm “ tx P Zd : }x}1 ď mu.
The next approximation result shows that for the purposes of showing (1.8),
we can consider Fn:
Lemma 3.3. Suppose Et2e ă 8. For d ě 2, there is a constant such that for all
n ě 1,
(3.11) |VarpTnq ´VarpFnq| ď Cn3{4.
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Proof. First, write
|VarT p0, ne1q ´VarFn| ď }T p0, ne1q ´ Fn}2pVar1{2pTnq `Var1{2pFnqq.
By subadditivity,
|T p0, ne1q ´ T pz, z ` ne1q| ď T p0, zq ` T pne1, z ` ne1q,
so from (3.10) and Minkowski’s inequality,
}Fn ´ T p0, ne1q}2 ď 2
#Bm
ÿ
}z}1ďm
}T p0, zq}2 ď 2 max
}z}1ďm
}T p0, zq}2.
Since Et2e ă 8 and the passage time from the origin to z can be dominated by a
sum of Op}z}1q i.i.d. µ-distributed variables, we have
}T p0, zq}2 ď C}z}1,
for some constant C ą 0, so using (2.6) on VarTn, VarFn, we have
|VarTn ´VarFn| ď C}Fn ´ T p0, xq}2 ¨ n1{2 ď Cn3{4,
by our choice of m (3.9). 
3.4. Entropy. To control the averaged passage time (3.10), we will use a
substitute for Theorem 3.2, due to F. Falik and G. Samorodnitsky [11], based on
an entropy inequality.
Let X P L1pµq be a nonnegative random variable. The entropy of X relative
to µ is defined by
(3.12) EntµX “ E
”
X log
X
EX
ı
.
By Jensen’s inequality, EntµX ě 0 for any X .
Lemma 3.4 (Falik, Samorodnitsky). Let pΩ,Pq be a probability space and f P
L2pΩ,Pq be a function of independent random variables X1, X2, . . . . Let
F0 “ ∅,Fi “ σpX1, . . . , Xiq,
and
(3.13) ∆if “ Erf | Fis ´Erf | Fi´1s
denote the martingale increments. We have the inequality
(3.14) Varpfq ¨ log Varpfqř8
i“1pE|∆if |q2
ď
8ÿ
i“1
Entµp∆ifq2
Before giving the proof of Lemma 3.4, we need one more auxiliary result:
Proposition 3.5 (Falik-Samorodnitsky). If X ě 0 almost surely,
(3.15) EntµpX2q ě EµX2 log EµX
2
pEµXq2 .
Proof. Since both sides are homogeneous under scaling, we assume Ef2 “ 1,
so the inequality to prove is
´ logpEfq2 ď Ef2 log f2,
or, as f ě 0,
0 ď Ef2 logpfEfq.
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Next, use the elementary inequality
1´ x ď log x´1
with x “ pfEfq´1 to find
0 “ Ef2 ´ 1 “ E “f2p1´ 1{pfEfqq; f ą 0‰ ď Ef2 logpfEfq. 
We can now give the proof of (3.14):
Proof of Lemma 3.4. We apply (3.15) to each of the ∆if :
8ÿ
i“1
Entµp∆ifq2 ě
8ÿ
i“1
Erp∆ifq2s log Erp∆ifq
2s
pE|∆if |q2
“ ´Varpfq
8ÿ
i“1
Ep∆ifq2
Varpfq log
pE|∆if |q2
Erp∆ifq2s .
Since f P L2, Varpfq “ ř8i“1 Erp∆ifq2s, we apply Jensen’s inequality to the func-
tion ´ log x to obtain the lower bound
´Varpfq log
8ÿ
i“1
Erp∆ifq2s
Varpfq
pE|∆if |q2
Erp∆ifq2s . 
3.5. BKS in Zd. Let us see how (3.14) applied to f “ Fn is used to obtain the
Benjamini-Kalai-Schramm result in Zd, and then extended to more general edge
weights. The sigma algebra Fi is σpte1 , . . . , teiq for some enumeration of the edges
of Zd. The proof has two essentially distinct parts
(1) Showing that the factor
log
Varpfqř8
i“1pE|∆if |q2
on the left of (3.14) gives a logarithmic improvement. Here we use a more
refined version of our “Ingredient 2”, the one-dimensionality of geodesics,
in the form of Lemma 3.6.
(2) Proving the bound
(3.16)
8ÿ
i“1
Entµ|∆iFn|2 ď Cn.
For Bernoulli edge weights, or more generally when a logarithmic Sobolev
inequality is available, this can be simply estimated by
ř
ePEpZdqPpe P
Gnq. In the case of general edge weights µ, we represent µ-distributed
random variables as suitable images of Bernoulli random variables, which
leads to a more complicated calculation presented in the next part of this
article.
To see 1. above, note that we may assume
(3.17) Varpfq ě n7{8,
otherwise there is nothing left to prove.
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Then, write as in the proof of Kesten’s linear variance bound
E|∆iFn| ď 2
#Bm
ÿ
zPBm
E|∆iT pz, z ` ne1q|
ď C
#Bm
ÿ
zPBm
Ppei P Gnpz, z ` ne1qq,
(3.18)
where Gnpx, yq is the intersection of all geodesics from x to y. By translation
invariance, the sum in the last step isÿ
zPBm
Ppei P Gnpz, z ` ne1qq “
ÿ
zPBm
Ppei ` z P Gnp0, ne1qq
“ E#pGnp0, ne1q X tei `Bmuq.
(3.19)
Since any geodesic is typically a “1-dimensional” set, we would expect the last
quantity to be of order diamBm, which is the content of the following
Lemma 3.6. Let G be the set of all finite self-avoiding geodesics from 0 to ne1.
For any finite set E,
Emax
γPG
#pE X γq ď CdiamE.
We prove Lemma 3.6 at the end of this section. Assuming the lemma for now,
an argument similar to (2.6), but assuming only Ete ă 8, gives
(3.20) E|∆iFn| ď C
#Bm
diamBm ď Cnp1´dq{4.
Using (3.20), we can bound the sum appearing on the left side in (3.14):
(3.21)ÿ
i
pE|∆iFn|q2 ď Cnp1´dq{4
ÿ
i
1
#Bm
ÿ
zPBm
Ppei P Gnpz, z ` ne1qq ď Cnp5´dq{4.
Here we have used translation invariance and
ř
iPpei P Gnq “ Er#Gns. From
(3.21), (3.17), we now have, for d ě 2,
VarpFnq logn ď C
8ÿ
i“1
Entµ|∆iFn|2.
Theorem 1.3 would now be proved if we had the estimate (3.16) for general µ.
3.6. Log-Sobolev. When µ is of the form (3.1), the left side of (3.16) can be
estimated by the right side of (2.2). This is due to the following discrete logarithmic
Sobolev inequality, due to Bonami [5] and Gross [13]:
Proposition 3.7. Let f : t0, 1u Ñ R and µ “ 1
2
pδ0 ` δ1q. Then
(3.22) Entµf
2 ď p1{2q|fp0q ´ fp1q|2.
The proof of this result is elementary and can be found in [6].
At this point we will need the following“tensorization property” of entropy.
Proposition 3.8. Let f be a non-negative random variable on a product prob-
ability space ˜
8ź
i“1
Ωi,F , µ “
8ź
i“1
µi
¸
,
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where F “Ž8i“1 Gi and each triple pΩi,Gi, µiq is a probability space. Then
(3.23) EntX ď
8ÿ
i“1
EEntiX ,
where Entif is the entropy of fpωq “ fpω1, . . . , ωi, . . .qq with respect to µi, as a
function of the i-th coordinate (with all other values fixed).
We refer to [10, Theorem 2.3] for a proof using the variational characterization
of entropy:
(3.24) Entf “ suptEfg : Eµeg ď 1u.
Using (3.22), we can finish the derivation of Theorem 3.1. Indeed, we then
have, first by Proposition 3.8, and then by (3.22)
8ÿ
i“1
Entµ|∆iFn|2 ď
8ÿ
i“1
8ÿ
k“1
EEntk|∆iFn|2
ď C
8ÿ
i“1
8ÿ
k“1
E
”
|∆iFnpa, tec
k
q ´∆iFnpb, tec
k
q|2
ı(3.25)
Now we use
p∆iFnqpa, tec
k
q ´ p∆iFnqpb, tec
k
q
“
$’’&
’’’%
0, i ă k
ErFnpa, tec
k
q ´ Fnpb, tec
k
q | Fis, i “ k
ErFnpa, tec
k
q ´ Fnpb, tec
k
q | Fis
´ErFnpa, tec
k
q ´ Fnpb, tec
k
q | Fi´1s, i ą k
(3.26)
and orthogonality of martingale differences to find
8ÿ
i“1
8ÿ
k“1
E
”
|∆iFnpa, tec
k
q ´∆iFnpb, tec
k
|2
ı
ď
8ÿ
k“1
E
”
|Fnpa, tec
k
q ´ Fnpb, tec
k
q|2
ı
.
At this point, we can proceed as in (2.6), to estimate
8ÿ
k“1
E
”
|Fnpa, tec
k
q ´ Fnpb, tec
k
q|2
ı
ď Er#Gnp0, ne1qs ď Cn.
This completes our derivation of Theorem 3.1, except for the proof of Lemma 3.6.
Let us note that if instead of (3.1), the edge weight distribution µ is absolutely
continuous and satisfies the logarithmic Sobolev inequality
(3.27) Entµf ď CLS}f 1}2L2pµq
for all smooth f : RÑ R, then the same argument we have given for Bernoulli also
gives Theorem 1.3 for µ. Indeed, applying (3.27) in each variable as in (3.25), we
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find
8ÿ
i“1
Entµ|∆iFn|2 ď C
8ÿ
k“1
8ÿ
i“1
E|Btek p∆iFnq|2.
“ C
8ÿ
ePEpZdq
E|BteFn|2,
where we have used orthogonality of martingale increments and
Btek p∆iFnq “
$’&
’%
0, i ă k,
ErBtekFn | Fis, i “ k,
ErBtekFn | Fis ´ErBtekFn | Fi´1s, i ą k.
Then, use
BteT p0, xq “ 1tePGnp0,xqu,
which holds Lebesgue almost surely (see Lemma 4.2), and conclude as in (2.7).
The class of distributions for which (3.27) holds includes, for example, any ab-
solutely continuous distribution with bounded density on an interval [2, Proposition
5.1.6]. The case of general µ is more delicate, and will be discussed in the next part
of this article.
3.7. Geodesics are one-dimensional. Recall from (3.18)-(3.21) that what
allowed us to obtain a logarithmic improvement over the linear bound in Kesten’s
result Theorem 2.1 is the “one-dimensionality” of geodesics. This is expressed by
the estimate in Lemma 3.6. This section we show how to obtain this result from
Kesten’s geodesic length estimate, Lemma 2.4.
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Choose a, c from Theorem 2.4.
If #pEXγq ě λ for some γ P G, then we may find the first and last intersections
(say y and z respectively) of γ with V , the set of endpoints of edges in E. The
portion of γ from y to z is then a geodesic with at least λ edges. This means
Pp#pE X γq ě λ for some γ P Gq ď p#V q expp´cλq `P
ˆ
max
y,zPV
T py, zq ě aλ
˙
.
Therefore
Emax
γPG
#pE X γq ď diampEq `
8ÿ
λ“diampEq
p#V q expp´cλq
`
8ÿ
λ“diampEq
P
ˆ
max
y,zPV
T py, zq ě aλ
˙
.
By the inequality diampEq ě Cp#V q1{d, the middle term is bounded uniformly in
E, so we get the upper bound
CdiampEq ` 1
a
E max
y,zPV
T py, zq .
By Lemma 3.9 below, this is bounded by CdiampEq. 
We conclude the proof with the following result, which we used at the end of
the previous derivation.
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Lemma 3.9. If Et2e ă 8, there exists C such that for all finite subsets S of Zd,
E
„
max
x,yPS
T px, yq

ď Cdiam S .
Proof. Given x, y P S, we first obtain an estimate for the tail of the distribu-
tion of T px, yq. For this, note that we can build 2d disjoint (deterministic) paths
from x to y of length N}x ´ y}1q for some integer N . This means that τpy, zq is
bounded above by the minimum of 2d variables T1, . . . , T2d, the collection being
i.i.d. and each variable distributed as the sum of NdiampSq i.i.d. variables te, so
PpT px, yq ě λq ď
2dź
i“1
PpTi ě λq ď
„
NdiampSqVarpteq
pλ´NdiampSqEteq2
2d
.
Therefore if we fix some x0 P S, for M “ 2NEte,
8ÿ
λ“MdiampSq
λmax
yPS
PpT px0, yq ě λq
ď p2MdiampSqVarteq2d
8ÿ
λ“MdiampSq
λ1´4d “ Cpdiam Sq2´2d .
(3.28)
The result now follows by subadditivity,
E
„
max
x,yPS
T px, yq

ď 2E
„
max
yPS
T px0, yq

ď 2Mdiam S
` 2#S
8ÿ
λ“MdiampSq
max
yPS
PpT px0, yq ě λq
ď Cdiam S ,
where in the second step we have used
Ppmax
yPS
T px0, yq ě λq ď p#Sqmax
yPS
PpT px0, yq ě λq,
and in the final step we have used (3.28). 
4. General edge-weight distributions
To prove Theorem 1.3 for general edge weight distributions we must find an al-
ternative to the log-Sobolev inequality that we used in the case of Bernoulli weights
to obtain the bound
8ÿ
i“1
Enti|∆iFn|2 ď Cn.
The proof rests on two main ideas:
(1) Representing each of the edge weights te as the pushforward of a Bernoulli
sequence pωe,jqjě1. This representation allows to use the discrete log-
Sobolev inequality (3.22) to bound the entropy by a double sum over e
and j of discrete derivatives corresponding to the two values of ωe,j . After
a computation involving a variant of our “Ingredient 1” (see Lemma 2.5),
it is found that
(4.1)
8ÿ
i“1
Enti|∆iFn|2 ď CE
ÿ
ePGnp0,ne1q
p1 ´ logF pteqq,
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where F is the distribution function of µ. Note that without the logF
term, the sum on the right would be Opnq by (2.5).
(2) A lattice animals argument to show that under the assumption (1.7), the
quantity (4.1) is of order Opnq.
Let ωe,j , e P EpZdq, j ě 1 be a collection of independent Bernouli(12 )-distributed
random variables on a product probability space pΩB, pi “
ś
e,j pie,jq. We denote
ωB “
 
ωe,j : e P Ed, j ě 1
(
.
For fixed e, denote by ωe the vector pωe,jqjě1, and define the random variable
(4.2) Uepωeq “
8ÿ
j“1
ωe,j
2j
.
Under pi, for each e, Uepωeq is uniformly distributed on r0, 1s, and the collection
tUepωequePEd is independent.
We denote by F pxq, x ě 0 the distribution function of µ, and by I the infimum
of the support:
I “ inftx : F pxq ą 0u.
The right-continuous inverse of F is
F´1pyq “ inftx : F pxq ě yu.
If U is uniformly distributed on r0, 1s, we have
(4.3) PpF´1pUq ď xq “ PpU ď F pxqq “ F pxq,
that is, F´1pUq has distribution µ. Letting
(4.4) ϕepωeq “ F´1pUepωeqq,
the distribution of ϕe under pi is µ.
We gather the ϕe into a product map ϕ :“ ΩB Ñ Ω “ r0,8qEd :
ϕpωBq “ pϕepωeq : e P Edq .
By (4.3), pi ˝ ϕ´1 “ P.
Functions f (in particular, Fn) on the original space Ω can be written as func-
tions on ΩB, through the map ϕ. We will estimate discrete derivatives, so for a
function f : ΩB Ñ R, set
(4.5) p∇e,jfq pωBq “ fpωe,j,`B q ´ fpωe,j,´B q ,
where ωe,j,`B agrees with ωB except possibly at ωe,j , where it is 1, and ω
e,j,´
B agrees
with ωB except possibly at ωe,j , where it is 0.
Lemma 4.1. We have the following inequality:
8ÿ
i“1
Entp∆iF 2nq ď
ÿ
e,j
Epi p∇e,jFn ˝ ϕq2 .
Proof. Once the notation is properly set up, the proof is a straightforward
application of the log-Sobolev inequality and tensorization of entropy like what we
saw in the case of µ Bernoulli.
We let G “ Fn˝ϕ, and denote by Gk the sigma-algebra generated by tωer,j , r ď
k, j P Nu. Then we have
ErFm | FispϕpωBqq “ ErG | GispωBq
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pi-almost surely. Define
Wi “ EpirG | Gis ´EpirG | Gi´1s
Using Propostion 3.8, we findÿ
i“1
Entµp∆iF 2nq “
ÿ
i“1
EntpipW 2i q ď
8ÿ
k“1
Epi
ÿ
e,j
Entpie,j pWiq2.
Using the log-Sobolev inequality (3.22), the last quantity is bounded by
8ÿ
i“1
Epi
ÿ
e,j
Entpie,j pWiq2 ď C
8ÿ
i“1
ÿ
e,j
Epirp∇e,jWiq2s.
Computing ∇e,jWk as in (3.26) and using orthogonality of increments, we can sum
over k to find
(4.6) C
ÿ
e,j
Epip∇e,jGq2.
The lemma is proved. 
4.1. The key estimate. The L2 norm of the discrete derivatives appearing
in (4.6) can be expressed in terms of the variables Upωeq in (4.2) as
Epirp∇e,jGq2s “ EpipFnp1, pωe1,iqpe1,iq‰pe,jqq ´ Fnp0, pωe1,iqpe1,iq‰pe,jqqq2
“ 1
2
EpirpFnpωe,j , pωe1,iqpe1,iq‰pe,jqq ´ Fnp0, pωe1,iqpe1,iq‰pe,jqqq21tωe,j“1us
ď 1
2
EpirpFnpUepωeq, pUe1qe1‰eq ´ FnpUepωe ´ 2´jq, pUe1qe1‰eqq21tUeě2´jus,
with the obvious identifications of Fn with Fn ˝ ϕ. Recalling the definition of Fn
(3.10), the last quantity is bounded by
ErpFnpUepωeq, pUe1qe1‰eq ´ FnpUepωe ´ 2´jq, pUe1qe1‰eqq21tUeě2´jus
ď 1
#Bm
ÿ
zPBm
EpirpTzpUepωeqq ´ TzpUepωeq ´ 2´jqq21tUeě2´jus.
(4.7)
For simplicity of notation, we have omitted the dependence of Tz :“ T pz, z ` ne1q
on variables Ue1 , e
1 ‰ e. We have so far shown that to estimateÿ
i“1
Entµp∆iF 2nq,
it will suffice to estimate
(4.8)
ÿ
ePEpZdq
1
#Bm
ÿ
zPBm
8ÿ
j“1
EpirpTzpUepωeqq ´ TzpUepωeq ´ 2´jqq2`1tUeě2´jus.
We would like to perform the summation over j and obtain a term similar to the
summands in (4.1).
To move further, we need an estimate for
(4.9) TzpUepωeqq ´ TzpUepωeq ´ 2´jq
that is summable in j. For this purpose, we introduce a more refined version of
“Ingredient 1” (See section 2.1), concerning the effect on Tn of changing one edge
weight. Whereas previously Lemma 2.5 was sufficient, we will need the following
more precise result:
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Lemma 4.2. The random variable
Dz,ei “ suprtr ě 0 : te “ r and e is in a geodesic from z to z ` zu Y t0us
is almost surely finite. If 0 ď s ď t,
(4.10) Tzpt, tec
i
q ´ Tzps, tec
i
q “ mintt´ s, pDz,e ´ sq`u.
The content of Lemma 4.2 is clear: the difference in passage times Tzptq´Tzpsq
is linear, as long as t is not so large that the edge ei is no longer in a geodesic. The
logic of the proof is similar to the argument in Lemma 2.5, see [9]. Two crucial
properties of Dz,e are
(1) Dz,e depends only on edge weights te1 , e
1 ‰ e, but not on te.
(2) TzpUepωeqq is constant on Ue P rF pD´z,eq, 1s (for fixed values of tec .
To perform the summation over j in (4.8), we combine Lemma 4.2 with the following
lemma, due to R. Rossignol, which summarizes a less transparent computation
which appeared in [9].
Lemma 4.3. Let a, τ P r0, 1s. Suppose f is nonnegative, non-decreasing on
r0, 1s, and that f is constant on ra, 1s. If τ ď 1{2, then
(4.11)
ż 1
τ
pfpxq ´ fpx´ τqq2 dx ď
ż 1
0
f2pxq1txě1´τu dx.
Moreover:
(1) If a ď τ ď 1
2
,
(4.12)
ż 1
τ
pfpxq ´ fpx´ τqq2 dx ď 2a
ż 1
0
f2pxqdx.
(2) If τ ď a ď 1
2
,
(4.13)
ż 1
τ
pfpxq ´ fpx´ τqq2 dx ď 2τ
ż 1
0
f2pxqdx.
We defer the proof to section 4.3 below.
With Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 in hand, we can now obtain (4.1). Fix an edge e.
We apply Lemma 4.3 with
fpxq “ Tzpxq ´ Tzp0q,
τ “ 2´j ,
a “ F pD´z,eq.
Writing the expectation over Ue explicitly:
EpierpTzpUepωeqq ´ TzpUepωeq ´ 2´jqq21tUeě2´jus
“
ż 1
2´j
pTzpxq ´ Tzpx´ 2´jqq2 dx.
For j such that F pD´z,eq ă 2´j (a ă τ), we use (4.12):ż 1
2´j
pTzpxq ´ Tzpx´ 2´jqq2 dx ď 2F pD´z,eq
ż 1
0
pTzpxq ´ Tzp0qq2 dx.
Recall that Tzpxq also depends on ωe1 , e1 ‰ e. By Lemma 4.2, we have
0 ď Tzpxq ´ Tzp0q ď mintDz,e, ϕepωequ,
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where ϕe was defined in (4.4), soż 1
0
pTzpxq ´ Tzp0qq2 dx ď EpiermintDz,e, ϕepωequs2.
For j such that 2´j ď F pD´z,eq ď 12 , pτ ď a ď 12 q, we use (4.13):ż 1
2´j
pTzpxq ´ Tzpx´ 2´jqq2 dx ď 2 ¨ 2´jEpiermintDz,e, ϕepωequs2.
We now sum over j in (4.8). For F pD´z,eq ď 12 we find
8ÿ
j“1
Epie
”
pTzpUepωeq ´ TzpUepωeq ´ 2´jqq21tUeě2´ju
ı
ď
ÿ
j:2´jąF pD´z,eq
Epie
”
mintDz,e, ϕepωequ
ı2
`
ÿ
j:2´jďF pD´z,eq
21´jEpie
”
mintDz,e, ϕepωequ
ı2
ď 2F pD´z,eqp2 ´ log2 F pD´z,eqqEpie
”
mintDz,e, ϕepωequ
ı2
.
If instead F pD´z,eq ě 12 , we use (4.11) in the sum over j such that 2´j ď F pD´z,eq:ÿ
j:2´jďF pD´z,eq
ż 1
0
rpTzpxq ´ Tzpx ´ 2´jqq21txě2´ju dx
ď
ż 1
0
mintDz,e, F´1pxqu2
ÿ
j:2´jďF pD´z,eq
1t1´xď2´jupxqdx
ď
ż 1
0
mintDz,e, F´1pxqu2 log2
1
1´ x dx
ď 2F pD´z,eq
ż 1
0
mintDz,e, F´1pxqu2 log2
1
1´ x dx.
Combining the previous calculations, we find:
8ÿ
j“1
EpirTzpUepωeq ´ TzpUepωeq ´ 2´jq2`1Ueě2´jus
ď CEpie F´1pUeq2
ˆ
1` log`2
1
1´ Ue
˙
EpiF pD´z,eqp1 ´ log2 F pD´z,eq.
(4.14)
Note the use of independence of Dz,e from ωe. To obtain an expression of the form
(4.1), we integrate by parts:
´F py´q logF py´q “ ´
ż
1rI,yqpxq logF py´qµpdxq
ď ´
ż
1rI,yqpxq logF pxqµpdxq.
(4.15)
Thus
F pD´z,eqp1 ´ log2 F pD´z,eq “
ż Dz,e
I
p1´ logF pteqµpdteq.
Finally, the quantity
Epie F
´1pUeq2
ˆ
1` log2
1
1´ Ue
˙
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can be estimated by
2Entµt
2
e ` 2Eµt2eEpie
1
p1´ Ueq1{2
using the variational charaterization of entropy, (3.24). By (1.7), this is a finite
constant.
By Lemma 4.2, if te ă Dze , then e P Gnpz, z ` ne1q, soż Dz,e
I
ÿ
ePEpZd
p1 ´ logF pteqµpdteq ď
ÿ
ePGnpz,z`ne1q
p1´ logF pteqqµpdteq
almost surely. Thus (4.14) gives
8ÿ
j“1
EpirpTzpUepωeq ´ TzpUepωeq ´ 2´jqq2`1tUeě2´jus(4.16)
ď Epi
ÿ
ePGnpz,z`ne1q
p1´ logF pteqqµpdteq.(4.17)
Shifting by z, we have now derived the key estimate in [9]:
Proposition 4.4. Define Fn by (3.10) and ∆iFn as in (3.13). Then there is
a constant C ą 0 such that:
8ÿ
i“1
Enti|∆iFn|2 ď CE
ÿ
ePGn
p1´ logF pteqq.
4.2. Estimating the sum (4.1). To complete the proof of Theorem 1.3, we
must show
E
ÿ
ePGn
p1 ´ logF pteqq ď Cn.
The sum in the expectation has the form
Yn :“
ÿ
ePGn
we,
where the weights we are given by
we “ 1´ logF pteq.
Recall that if F´1 is the right-continuous inverse of F and U is uniform on
r0, 1s, then F´1pUq is distributed like te :
(4.18) Ppw ě rq “ PpF pF´1pUqq ď e1´rq ď PpU ď e1´rq “ e1´r.
Thus, the weights we have exponential tails. For a lattice path γ, we define
Npγq “
ÿ
ePγ
Npγq,
and
(4.19) Nn :“ max
γ:#γ“n
0Pγ
Nnpγq.
Clearly,
tNn ą βnu Ă
ď
γ:#γ“n,0Pγ
tNpγq ą βnu.
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On the other hand, the number of lattice animals (connected subsets of Zd) of size
ď n containing the origin is bounded by eCn for some n, so
PpNn ą βnq ď eCnPp
nÿ
i“1
wi ą βnq.
Here wi, 1 ď i ď n are i.i.d. random variables with the common distribution of the
we. By (4.18), it is straightforward to show that
PpNn ě βnq ď e´βn{4
for large β. From this tail bound, we find
(4.20) EN4n “ 4
ż 8
0
x3PpNn ě xqdx ď pβ0nq4 ` 4
ż 8
β0n
x3e´x{4 dx ď Cn4.
We can now estimate the expectation
EYn “
8ÿ
j“1
EYn12j´1nď#Gnă2jn
ď
8ÿ
j“1
pEN42jnq1{4Pp2j´1n ď #Gn ă 2jnq3{4
ď Cn
8ÿ
j“1
2jPp2j´1n ď #Gn ă 2jnq3{4.
we have used Ho¨lder’s inequality in the second step. Using Ho¨lder (for sums) again
on the final sum in j, we find
8ÿ
j“1
2´j{223j{2Pp2j´1n ď #Gn ă 2jnq3{4
ď C
˜
8ÿ
j“1
22jPp2j´1n ď #Gn ă 2jnq
¸3{4
.
By (2.5), the final sum is bounded by a constant, and Theorem 1.3 is proved.
4.3. Proof of Lemma 4.3. Here we give the derivation of Lemma 4.3. Notice
the crucial role of positive association.
Proof. If τ ď 1{2, thenż 1
τ
pfpxq ´ fpx´ τqq2 dx ď
ż 1
τ
pf2pxq ´ f2px´ τqqdx
where we have used f ě 0. Next,ż 1
τ
f2pxq ´ f2px´ τqdx “
ż 1
τ
f2pxqdx´
ż 1´τ
0
f2pxqdx
ď
ż 1
1´τ
f2pxqdx
“
ż 1
0
f2pxq1txě1´τu dx.
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We have used the non-negativity of f2pxq to drop the integral over r0, τ s. This
shows (4.11).
If a ď τ ď 1
2
, since f is constant over ra, 1s,ż 1
τ
pfpxq ´ fpx´ τqq2 dx “
ż a`τ
τ
pfpxq ´ fpx´ τqq2 dx.
By monotonicity, the right side is no bigger thanż a`τ
τ
f2pxqdx “
ż 1
τ
f2pxq1txďa`τu dx.
The Chebyshev association inequality [6, Theorem 2.14] now gives (4.12):ż 1
τ
f2pxq1txďa`τu dx ď 1
1´ τ
ż 1
τ
f2pxqdx
ż 1
τ
1txďa`τu dx
“ a
1´ τ
ż 1
τ
f2pxqdx
ď 2a
ż 1
0
f2pxqdx.
When τ ď a ď 1
2
, we again haveż 1
τ
pfpxq ´ fpx´ τqq2 dx “
ż a`τ
τ
pfpxq ´ fpx´ τqq2 dx.
Expanding the square and using monotonicity as in the case τ ě 1{2, we findż a`τ
τ
pfpxq ´ fpx´ τqq2 dx ď
ż a`τ
τ
f2pxqdx´
ż a
0
f2pxqdx
“
ż a`τ
a
f2pxqdx´
ż τ
0
f2pxqdx
ď
ż 1
a
f2pxq1txďa`τu dx
ď τ
1´ a
ż 1
0
f2pxqdx
ď 2τ
ż 1
0
f2pxqdx.
In the second-to-last step, we have used Chebyshev’s association inequality. 
5. Concentration
We remark briefly on how to derive the concentration result 1.4. The proof is
relies on the following (see [6]).
Proposition 5.1. Suppose Z ě 0 is a random variable such that there exist
constants 0 ă C ď B such that
VaretZ{2 ď Ct2EetZ ă 8
for t P p0, B´1{2q, then
ψZptq :“ EretZs ď ´2 logp1´ Ct2q, t P p0, B´1{2q.
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In particular, we have exponential concentration:
PpZ ě λq ď e´tλEetZ ď e´tλ 1p1 ´ Ct2q2 .
Proposition 5.1 reduces Theorem 1.4 to showing
(5.1) VarpeλFn{2q ď Kλ2EeλFn , |λ| ă 1
2
?
K
.
with K “ Cn
log n
. The proof of (5.1) follows a similar strategy to the bound for
VarFn presented in the previous part of this article, starting from inequality (3.14)
with f “ eλFn . The derivation of the key estimate for the discrete derivatives is
somewhat more involved. We refer to [10] for details.
Finally, we note the following result, which improves the exponential concen-
tration result of Kesten [20] to Gaussian concentration. It was first derived by M.
Talagrand. An alternate proof appears in [10].
Theorem 5.2. Let d ě 2. Assuming (1.1) and Eeαte ă 8 for some α ą 0,
there exist c, C ą 0 such that
PpTn ´ETn ě t
?
nq ď e´ct2 t P p0, C?nq.
If EY 2 ă 8, where Y is the minimum of 2d i.i.d. copies of te, then also
PpTn ´ETn ď ´t
?
nq ď e´ct2 ,
for all t ě 0.
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